
PETSCAPING
TIPS FOR CREATING THE 

PERFECT LANDSCAPE 
FOR YOU AND YOUR 

DOG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No perfect landscapes



Introduction
As pets become a bigger part of our lives, it makes sense that we should include them in 
the planning of our home landscapes.

The information found here it by no means an exhaustive list of do’s and don’ts, step by 
step of what’s best for pets and people when it comes to landscaping.  What I’ve found in 
landscapes and life is that it’s usually best to strive  to leave all things better than you 
found it , whether that means a landscape, a job or a life situation.  And sometimes you 
just have  to “roll with the punches”. 
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Presentation Notes
Maggie Allen – 2022 – Patrick Allen’s Lab



Understanding 
your breed



Breed Types                                      Characteristics                Landscape Considerations

fetch



Breed Types                                      Characteristics                Landscape Considerations



Breed Types                                      Characteristics                Landscape Considerations



Site Planning



Prioritize and Plan

Your pet will need at bare minimal

•

•

•

•

What do you need?

•

•

•

•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not very often will we be starting off with a new pet and a new lawn landscape – either we will have an existing landscape to fit a pet into or a new home landscape to fit your old pets intoConsider what your pet will need and what you will want
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Do a rough draft of your landscape – this is mine



A Dog’s Place
•

•

•

•

•

10
Purdue Turf

•

•

•

•

•

•

Presenter
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The full grouping – decide what is a priority to you and your dog/pet



A Dog’s Place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In observing, your pet will tell you how he/she uses his environment  - can be creatures of habit – so spend time observing  ( a few days) where they sun, where they mark, (sentinel patrol) pathways they take from their patrols to the house - 



Digging

Fetch
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Shade
Shade

ShadePorch

Home
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Driveway
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convert the information into a more detailed diagram that will help you decide the balance between your needs and your pets.



LAWN MAINTENANCE

MOW TALLER

•

WATER DEEPER/LESS OFTEN

•

•

•

•

CONSIDER AN ALTERNATIVE

•

•

•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding ¼’ to your mowing height adds 25% more leaf area/more leaf area adds more photosynthesis/ more photosynthesis leads to growing deeper rootsDeeper roots/ better to withstand salt tolerance and rapid recovery from urine damageHoneybees tend not to be aggressive away from the nest, but if it's a concern you can simply mow more frequently during the blooming season.The reason clover lawns don't require fertilizing, as does grass, is that these plants are nitrogen fixers. They share this ability with other cover crops in the pea family.Clover snatches nitrogen out of the air, bringing this essential fertilizer down to earth by means of nitrogen-fixing bacteria living in nodes along the roots (all at no cost to you, in terms either of money or maintenance).You may also be wondering about clover's ability to aerate the soil, thus reducing concerns over soil compaction. Clover tolerates compacted soil better than lawn grass does. It has longer roots, enabling it to access water at deeper levels.Finally, a word about two of clover's other ideal qualities: its ability to attract honeybees, and the fact that clover lawns usually don't need to be mowed as often as do lawns composed of grass:Clover puts out a mildly attractive flower, which could easily be listed as another advantage it has over grass. This flower draws bees and other pollinators to your landscapeHoneybees tend not to be aggressive away from the nest, but if it's a concern you can simply mow more frequently during the blooming season.



1. Leach out urea (salts) by flooding area 
with water

2. Remove dead turn and rough up the soil

3. Apply seed mixed with soil and work into 
the top ¼” of surface

4. top dress with mulch or loose rich soil

Do you have burn out? 



MULCH – STICKS AND 
STONES  

•

•

•

•

•
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Avoid wood mulches that are dyed and added with chemicals as they are not good for the environment and for your dogs.. A popular alternative among pet owners, cedar mulch is a pet-friendly mulch because it is shredded finely. In case your dog ingests the fibers, it can be easily digested. Plus, cedar mulch has bug repelling properties fit for gardens.. A very common type of mulch used in landscaping, cypress mulch is not toxic to dogs.image your dog’s throat and can cause bowel or stomach obstructions, leading to an emergency trip to the veterinarian.



•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mulch with large shreds or chunks of wood might attract dogs as much as that stick you throw for them. It smells good and feels good to chew. But the larger and sharper pieces of mulch can damage your dog’s throat and can cause bowel or stomach obstructions, leading to an emergency trip to the veterinarian.COCONUT HUSK MULCH WITH IT’S ABILITY TO SOAK UP AND RETAIN  MANY TIMES ITS WEIGHT WATER CAN DO THE SAME THING IN YOUR PETS GUT INF CONUMED. . Mulch made from cocoa bean shells smells delicious to humans and dogs, but it can contain toxic compounds (theobromine and caffeine) that could harm your dog.



FENCING
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Purdue Turf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
: If you have a dog that is a jumper or likes to patrol the fence line, consider using landscaping as a way to keep your dogs away from the fence. By planting dense shrubs, like Boxwood, along the fence line, you’ll force your dogs to back up, making the jump further (aka harder). And if you have a patroller, the landscaping will make the buffer zone between the fence and your dog a few feet wider, which might help your dog take the day off from guard duty. Just remember to check in between the shrubs on the regular to make sure the dogs haven’t created a secret tunnel to Bamboo/Reed Rolls, Garden Fencing, and Slats: If you have a chain link fence and you find that your dog is reacting to stuff he sees on the other side of the fence, try zip-tying rolls of reed fencing onto the inside of your chain link fence. It looks nice, it’s cheap, and it’ll give you a lot more privacy (note: it’s not 100% opaque). The reed fencing comes in 4 or 6 foot high panels and can be cut easily. Bamboo looks nicer/is much sturdier, but is also more expensive.L-Footer:  If you have a digger, consider an L-Footer. That’s wire fencing laid down against the base of your fence and bent perpendicular (90 degree angle) to it. You know, like an “L”. You can bury this fencing underground, but it doesn’t have to be buried to work. Some people just lay it on top of the grass and maybe add some rocks and garden gnomes to hold down the fort.



Plant Selection
consider plants that . . .

•

•

•

•

•



Plant Selection
consider plants that . . .

•

•

Also, be advised that the 
consumption of any plant material 
may cause vomiting and 
gastrointestinal upset for dogs 
and cats. Plants listed as either 
non-toxic, or potentially toxic with 
mild GI upset as their symptoms 
are not expected to be life-
threatening to your pets.

-
ASPCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poisonous does not necessarily mean will  cause deathMildly toxic, skin, throat irritation, gastric distressRemove plant material from pets mouth; rinse with water; call vetSome Signs of distress – range from eye irritation to salivation vomiting, diarrhea, cardiovascular symptoms(fast pulse or weak pulse) weakness or tiredness, seizures or collapse



10 PLANTS TO AVOID
if your pet spends  a little more time chewing on plant material 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certain potentially toxic but sturdy plants may be appropriate for your landscape when your pet does little more interaction with your landscape plants than sniff and hike or ignore, but if you have a chewer or one who likes to munch on leaves these plants could be potentially dangerous

https://www.aspca.org/pet-care/animal-poison-control/toxic-and-non-toxic-plants


Pest and Weed 
Control

•

•

•

•

•

Sunday, January 31, 20XX 21

West Virginia 
University Extension

Purdue Turf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If having a picture-perfect turf is important, consider striving for perfect in public areas, and less than in pet and family areasGrow tolerant to “weeds” especially turf and clover mix



SHADE
•

•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shade seeking kitty is neighbor to Annette H. in Daviess County; Pets will seek shade and coolness no matter what; if you don’t provide it they will seek it/create it – and this could create problems so be proactive and provide



WATER •

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether it a clean bowl of fresh water, a natural source of water, or a creative, decorative addition 



What to expect when you 
have a pet in the landscape 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But remember – no matter what, from time to time you will have…



Roll with 

the punches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bilbo Aldenderfer – still a puppy



Thank you Sharon Flynt, Agent 

sflynt@uky.edu

502 863 0984



It starts with us

Kentucky Cooperative Extension





RESOURCES

•

•

•

•

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scout Flynt – 2016 - 5 weeks
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